Optimizing journey
time to robotic
process automation

L

eading enterprises across the world are
willing and keen to adopt Robotic Process
Automation (RPA). However, they encounter
many roadblocks in their journey. More often,
three major challenges affect effective
implementation of RPA in an enterprise:
• Fallouts of automation journey, specifically
‘Automatable Exception’
• Manual scheduling leading to lower
bot utilization
• Absence of alert mechanism to prevent bot
idle time and bot code defects
This has resulted in the need to optimize some
of the steps of RPA journey in order to ensure
efficient implementation and faster outcomes.

Hurdles in the RPA journey
In many organizations, most processes have
exceptions that are not pre-identified and well
documented. These organizations also may not
have detailed standard operating procedures
(SOPs) of their processes and sub processes
drawn at a keystroke level. Therefore, they fail
to provide relevant documentation to the bot
developers. This leads to incomplete design
of the code where exception scenarios are not
captured – leading to bot errors. Such fallouts
tend to be very high, which in turn compels the
bot governance team to ask for accurate process
maps of the exception scenarios. The governance
team is entrusted with the task of increasing the
overall bot utilization, process amenability and
efficiency on a continuous basis.
Lack of detailed low-level SOPs requires RPA
consultants to draw keystroke maps of every
process step. The objective is to capture all
the steps of the process along with respective
timestamps. Then, these keystroke maps are
manually assessed for possibility of automation.
In most cases, the system and workflows
have fields containing both structured and
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unstructured data; the task of identifying the
data type at each step is also a manual process.
Once the process is automated, the task of
allocating or deallocating runtime bots is
assigned to agents known as bot runners. The
task of bot configuration is manual. The run time
of the bot is constrained by the availability of
human agents and unavailability of bot runners.
Therefore, when the bot finishes processing the
transactions in one queue, it remains idle until
the human agent manually switches the bot
over to another queue. Thus, there is a need for a
controller engine to bridge this gap by identifying
the available or free bot and scheduling them to
manage work queues automatically.
Lack of auto allocation and auto de-allocation
of bots across queues compels businesses to
either create custom code for a controller engine,
or assign the responsibility to human agents for
running bots as per volumes in the workflow.
Typically, as human agents are entrusted with
multiple tasks, they do not sit in front of the
console to monitor the performance of the
runtime bots continuously. Therefore, when
the bot code is defective, the runtime of the
bots becomes skewed significantly. The buggy
bot may end up in an infinite loop, or its faulty
memory management design might cause
the system to freeze. If there are no autoidentification of such faulty situations with autoemail alert mechanism, the bots remain silent.
However, a trigger – like an email, SMS or tweet
– alerting the human agent to reboot the bot
machine immediately helps address the memory
freeze. Otherwise, bot utilization suffers even
though the bot is readily available for reuse.

Agile route to automation
In order to accelerate process automation, the
traditional RPA deployment approach has four
phases:

Deployment and
Automation

Monitoring and
Sustenance

To ensure better results, there is a need to
introduce automation activities in the first and
last phases, i.e. Due Diligence and Assessment
Phase and Monitor & Sustenance Phase

Optimal Process
Designer Bot will speed
up the evaluation of
RPA feasibility across
enterprise processes.

Due Diligence and Assessment Phase with
Optimal Process Designer Bot
In order to accelerate process mapping, bot
developers need to create an Optimal Process
Designer Bot. The objective of this tool is to
identify the fields and forms of application that
are invoked during process execution, and record
the length of time spent across the fields during
data entry. It also identifies data manipulation
through timestamp mapping, as well as areas

Real-time que monitoring
to identify transaction
volumes across queues
and create bot schedule

Monitor and Sustenance Phase with Control Bot
For creating a controller bot, developers need to
know the applications and queues that must be
monitored. They should be able to access queue
details for pending volumes and in-processing
volumes, identify the count of allocated bots,
and free bots at any given instant, and estimate
the standard AHT of transactions that are being
auto-processed through bots. Developers should
receive the priority schedule of the queues,
scheduled down times, holiday list, and the
escalation matrix. A Controller Engine should run
as a service in the background and needs to be
tasked with the following set of activities:

Real-time dynamic
allocation and deallocation
of bots across the queues
of applications

Near real-time identification
of bot failure modes through
screen capture and
intelligent optical character
recognition capabilities

Figure 2: Responsibilities of Control Bot

where structured data and free flowing data are
involved. These details are captured in data logs.
Secondly, developers need to integrate the datalog creation with simultaneous image capture.
Together with timestamp and image of the
process step taken synchronously, you get the
keystroke map of the process, which needs to be
presented in a tabular form for the evaluation of
the automation percentage across the steps. The
evaluation process requires manual intervention
to identify the steps containing structured
and unstructured data. This Optimal Process
Designer Bot will speed up the evaluation of RPA
feasibility across enterprise processes.

Remote control of bot machines
through remote desktop clients
for managing activities like
machine reboot during partial
bot freeze

Near real-time email alert
generation to invoke
manual intervention, if
any, especially during
system crash

Report generation and
publishing on bot
ultization, bot failures and
productivity metrics
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